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Savings
“Having Lynx® in our practice has allowed us to save on average two hours a week on both the administrative and
clinical side when doing inventory management.”

Overall Experience
“Having Lynx® has been phenomenal, it’s like night and day compared to the paper environment we were using before.
I can easily use Lynx to see how much drug our practice has on hand compared to the payments we’ve received,
ensuring I only pay for drugs we have been reimbursed for.”
“Before Lynx® we were using self-made labels, and now we have the ability print labels directly from Lynx that identify
the patient and the drug to go on the IV bags. This and the ability to track each drug in one consolidated place has
been huge for us.”
“Lynx® gives me piece of mind in that I know we can track each drug, whether its buy and bill or from specialty
pharmacy, and make sure we’re capturing the correct inventory and using the appropriate vial for each patient.”
“Lynx® is a game changer for practices of our size that don’t have the resources to host a dedicated inventory
management system.”

Implementation
“Our implementation process was very smooth. Over the course of four days the Lynx® team was onsite. The first day
they set up the equipment and then spent the next three days walking my staff through the process and ensuring
everyone was comfortable with the entire setup. By the end of that week, our team was up and running on their own.”
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Reporting
“With Lynx® I can cross-reference the reports it produces with my financial reports and quickly confirm how much drug
is in stock and that all charges have been captured.
“I use the inventory and usage reports frequently. In the past I had to wait for logs and then check them numerous
times to ensure everything was correct. Lynx® captures all that information when I need it and has reduced the human
error in the process.”

-

Wendy Van Fossen, Practice Administrator
Neurology Specialists, a division of
Neurology Consultants of Tidewater, PLLC

Click here to learn more about Lynx, the leading inventory management solution for specialty practices from McKesson.
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